
Circumstances
Summer, 1947. Thousands of GIs have flooded back to their homes, with various consequences. One of these GIs is Nicholas Brittle, the unfortunate 
soul around whom this scenario swirls. Stationed in the South Pacific, his incredibly susceptible mind was penetrated by dread Cthulhu, even as R’lyeh lay 
dormant. Returning to the U.S., this connection persists, forcing Brittle to produce a sonic tribute to this dark priest about whom he understands nothing. 
Brittle is now a sessioning saxophonist who plays at different jazz clubs throughout Harlem, New York. His music drives people mad. 

The investigators are four detectives who work for the most overwhelmed precinct in the city. New York is in the middle of an August heatwave. 
At the outset, the players should choose amongst themselves who their “partner” is, which results in two pairs of plains-clothes detectives. (If you only 
have three players they work as a single unit.) The archetypal police chief hands out cases, one to each pair. Play these sequentially, cutting back and forth 
between the two teams. As the first cases are resolved, the police chief assigns each another case. Remember the bit about being overworked?

Case 1: Noise Complaint Tenants of a crowded apartment building have filed noise complaints against a man named Clark Price. Loud banging 
and hammering has continued for over 36 hours, which anyone in the building can attest to. Price will not answer the door for anything. He has converted 
his apartment into a sculptor’s workshop; if the detectives break in he will throw a sheet over his profane carvings and run for the fire escape. The stink 
of the room is like a punch to the face; ask for CON checks to continue. His sculpture depicts the unsettling geometry of sunken R’lyeh’s temples and 
buildings, but the medium is revolting. Price has used slaughtered stray dogs to construct his “master piece.” Revealing his work costs SAN 1d2/1d6. 
Price refuses to speak to the police, but his landlady will say that he bragged of visiting, as she says, “dirty music halls,” around the city. She can’t remem-
ber where.

Case 2: Hostages A man named Peter Carter is holding hostages in a downtown brownstone. A crowd has formed around the building. Carter 
screams from the window to stay away or he’ll kill everyone inside. He screams, “Turn that goddam music off!” but no one hears any music playing. His 
girlfriend, Peggy Wheeler, is in the crowd. She begs the cops to not hurt Peter, saying that he started acting strangely after they went to a jazz club three 
nights ago. She says it was god-awful noise, “like high, whining horns,” but doesn’t remember where they were exactly. Peter can’t get it out of his head 
and it’s driven him mad. 

Case 3: Murder The detectives are sent to the home of Ed Robinson, who has murdered and mutilated his wife and three-month-old son. Rob-
inson is in custody and catatonic when the detectives arrive. The home is splashed with blood but the bodies have been removed. There are bloodstains 
on the child’s crib (SAN 0/1d3). Partially covered over by a rug in the main room, a Spot Hidden reveals a corner of an Elder Sign with the words “Ia! 
Ia! Forgive me!” painted in blood (SAN 1d2/1d6). In the bedroom, Robinson has a journal in which he has recorded his dreams for the past several days. 
Reading these entries costs SAN 1d6, as he describes his journeys through the Dreamlands. The odd dreams started a week ago, after a trip to the Uproot 
Music Hall in Harlem with his wife, where they heard “the most enchanting, terror-inducing music” of their lives.

Case 4: Missing Persons Wife and mother of two Maria Vestry has gone missing. Investigation likely begins by interviewing the husband, who 
has no idea where Maria has gone. Asking around the neighborhood, a number of people saw Maria walking her children a few blocks away. A successful 
Credit Rating, Intimidate, or similar, will reveal that she checked into the seedy Nightspot Motel not four blocks from her apartment. Inside is a ghastly 
scene: Maria has covered over her children’s eyes and mouths with plaster. With a hard party Luck roll one of the children might still be alive. Seeing this 
scene costs SAN 1d3/1d8+1. Maria stares off in a reverie—being shaken awake, she will instantly realize what she has done and lose her mind. “I only 
wanted them to be as peaceful as when they dream!” If anyone checks her coat pocket, they find a matchbook from the Riles Club, Staten Island, where 
Brittle played two nights ago. If they miss this clue, the desk sergeant discovers it when Maria is booked.

Putting it Together Various clues point to the clubs at which Brittle has recently played. None of these clubs have anything in common save for 
Brittle’s attendance. Brittle’s gigs are managed by a booking agent, and the Riles Club can provide that information. He is due to sit in at the Apollo The-
atre that night, to a crowd of hundreds. Brittle, unfortunately, is as much a victim as are the afflicted, and should be portrayed sympathetically. He does 
not think he can stop making this music—to stop him, the investigators will have to arrest, institutionalize, or kill him. Hearing him play his saxophone 
costs 1d3/1d8 SAN—Brittle can expend his magic points to increase the SAN loss by one die per point. If he overhears the detectives discuss arresting 
him or otherwise hindering the music, he will wait for the right time and either grab for one of their guns, or play the instrument, whichever seems most 
prudent. 

Cast Maria Vestry, mother and murderer; Clark Price, insane sculptor; Peter Carter, hostage-taker; Nicholas Brittle, ex-GI & saxophonist.

Clues
Case 1: Insanity-inducing sculpture; landlady tells of Price’s trips to “dirty music halls.”

Case 2: Peggy Wheeler says Peter Carter was walking past the Harborside Club when he lost control.

Case 3: An elder sign in blood under the rug; Robinson’s dream journal, referring to the Uproot Music Hall, Harlem.

Case 4: People on the street point the way to the Nightspot Motel; inside Maria's coat pocket is a matchbook from Riles Club, SI.

Creature (Victim)
Nicholas Brittle, ex-GI.    STR 60    CON 80    SIZ 65    DEX 35    INT 90   POW 60    HP 14    SAN 05

Move 7; Damage Bonus +1d4; MP 12

Brawl 65 dmg 1d3+1d4;    Firearms 50;    Charm 45 

Contexts
“The Call of  Cthulhu,” by H. P. Lovecraft, as well as the music of  John Coltrane, Coleman Hawkins, Gerry Mulligan, and others. 

THE AFFLICTED
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